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ABSTRACT 

Internal calibration greatly diminishes the dependence on cali- 
bration target deployment compared to external calibration. There- 
fore Electromagnetics Institute (EMI) at the Technical University of 
Denmark (TUD) has equipped its polarimetric SAR, EMISAR, with 
several calibration loops and developed a procedure calibrating the 
entire system except a few passive components which must be 
measured in the laboratory. The calibration procedure has a great 
potential as it takes into account the SAR point target response 
(FTR) unlike most other internal calibration schemes. However, it 
requires a highly stable system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Internal calibration is often implemented by injecting a calibra- 
tion tone during mapping. This approach has two disadvantages. 
Firstly, the system is only calibrated at a single frequency located 
outside the pulse spectrum. Secondly, major parts of the system can- 
not be included by this procedure. Using calibration pulses with the 
same encoding as used for mapping, the system can be amplitude 
and phase calibrated over the full spectrum. Furthermore, the built-in 
calibration paths allow the pulse-based procedure to calibrate almost 
the entire system, including both the transmitter and the receiver, but 
not the antenna which must be measured in an anechoic chamber. 
One drawback is that the internal calibration cannot take place simul- 
taneously with the mapping, and consequently the system must be so 
stable that prc-map and post-map calibration pulscs arc adcquatc. 

The cross-talk reduction that can be achievcd with external 
calibration proccdurcs is limitcd by thc fact that thc CO- and cross- 
polarised antenna pattcrns arc not neccssarily proportional. Such 
limitations do not exist in intcrnal calibration based on in-flight cali- 
bration pulses and laboratory measurcments of a few components. 

The internal calibration proccdure devclopcd for EMISAR 
(Christensen, 1994) cornpriscs channel amplitude- and phasc-imbal- 
ancc correction, absolutc radioinctric Calibration, and cross-talk 
elimination. Although not addressed in this papcr, range calibration, 
STC calibration, and noise estimation is undertaken as well. 

The calibration procedure provides the complex scattering 
matrix, S, which is a 2x2 matrix, (S,,): where j c  (H,V) is thc transmit 
polarisation and iE (H,V) is the receive polarisation. After the abso- 
lute radiometric calibration thc cncrgy of a point target (integration 
in range and azimuth) equals the radar cross section divided by 4.n. 
Using the energy rather than the peak intensity implies that for a 
homogeneous distributed target the ensemble average of the pixel 
intensity equals the radar brightness divided by 4n (Dall, 1994). In 
turn, the radar brightness is dcfincd as sigma nought divided by sinc 
to the local incidence angle. 

The above definition of radiometric calibration is related to the 
well-known integral method (Gray, 1990). A one-dimensional ver- 
sion of this method is used to extract amplitude informationfrom the 
compressed calibration pulses. The “calibration integral”, P , corre- 
sponding to a quad-polarised calibration pulse, P, is defined as a 2x2 
matrix in which each of the complex elements has an amplitude 
equal to the square root of the pulse encrgy, and a phase equal to the 
pulse phase at the peak position or alternatively the phase of the 
complex pulse integral. In  order to take the PTR into account i t  is 
crucial that the same calibration definition is applied to the internal 
calibration pulses as to the calibrated imagery. 

Skou (1992) has previously presented the hardware aspects of 
the pulse-based internal calibration method. Therefore this paper 
concentrates on the usage of the calibration signals and laboratory 

measurements for data calibration. Preliminary results are presented 
and compared with those obtained with external calibration tech- 
niques. 

BACKSCATTERED SIGNAL 

Fig. 1 outlines the block diagram of the polarimetric SAR. In the 
figure the five latching circulators constituting the polarisation 
switch are set up for H transmission. The transmitter and receiver 
switches are shown in the mapping positions (bold). With the 
switches in the opposite positions (shaded) the internal calibration 
loops are exercised. During mapping the shutter switches are trans- 
parent. 

Fig. I .  SAR block diagram with calibration loops. 

For simplicity, all componcnts cxccpt the rcceivcrs, hR,V and 
h~,] , ,  arc assumcd to havc a largc bandwidth compared to that of the 
transmitted pulses. This implies that the impulse response (IPR), h,. 
where x is a generic index, is approximated by a complex constant 
multiplicd by a 6-function, h, = 6(r) C,. Also for simplicity, several 
waveguide and coax connections are included in adjacent compo- 
nents in Fig. 1. 

Like the scattcring process, the individual subsystems are 
expressed by 2x2 matrices, where the (i, j)-element is the i-channel 
IPR that is caused by a j-channel stimulus (i, j c  [H,V)). The mea- 
sured signal is the convolution of these matrices 

(1) 
M = R*A*E,*S*G*C,*T*E, 

0-7803-1497-2194 $4.00 0 1994 IEEE 2205 

E, describes the range encoded pulse just after the TWT. T is the 
transmitter matrix accounting for the transmission properties from 
the TWT to the polarisation switch. Cs accounts for the  polarisation 
switch during transmission. The complex antenna gain is charac- 
terised by G and equivalently the effective area of the receiving 
antenna by A. S is the scene scattering matrix. E, accounts for the 
azimuth encoding i.e. the Doppler history, range attenuation etc. 
Finally the receiver matrix R includes the transmission parameters 
from the receiver antenna port through the receivers. 

* denotes matrix convolution which is identical to matrix mul- 
tiplication except that the scalars are convolved rather than multi- 
plied. The convolutions are two-dimensional, because some of the 
matrices by nature are functions of both range, r, and azimuth, x, and 
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in order to unify the notation all matrices are expressed as two- 
dimensional quantities. For instance the TWT output is expressed by 

If the H and V channel IPRs are proportional, then 

rI2. I 

where e, is the range encoding, and I is the identity matrix. 
Similar expressions can be set up for the other matrices, using 

Fig. 1 (Dall, 1994). Unlike &, T, E, and R, the matrices CS, G, and 
A,ff are not diagonal matrices because the polarisation switch and the 
antenna have finite channel separations and hence introduce cross- 
talk. 

The measured SAR data are focused with range and azimuth fi l -  
ters (Hr, H,), and by changing the sequence of the matrices, the pro- 
cessed signal, P, can be expressed in terms of a two-dimensional 
W R ,  H ~ D  

P = H,*H,*M = (H,*Eu) * (H,*R*T*E,)* A*S*G*C, 

= Hz,* A*S*G*Cs = H,,&*SGcs (3 1 
The last equation utilises the fact that since A, G and CS are assumed 
proportional to two-dimensional &-functions, the matrix convolutions 
degenerate into multiplications by matrices frcm which the 6-func- 
tions have been removed (indicated with -). 

H ~ D  is a diagonal matrix, but due to R the H and V channel 
lPRs are not identical 

CALIBRATION 

(4) 

A point target with radar cross section 0.. at polarisation i, j has 
the scattering matrix Sq = 6 ( r , x ) , / m ' L " ' j ,  where the phase 
depends on both the scattering mechanism and the propagation 
phase. The purpose of the calibration is to provide the imagc 

P,, = H&H?,*S ( 5 )  

because in this imagc thc above point targct has thc dcsircd 
calibration intcgral 

It is emphasized that the calibrated scene, Peal, is not identical to the 
original scattering matrix, S, just because the point target has the 
same calibration integral. Peal is still a filtered version of S. 

The calibration result in Eq. 4 is achieved by a series of matrix 
pre- and post-multiplications which basically eliminate the matrices 
surrounding S in Eq. 3. The matrices are removed from outside like 
an onion is pealed 

(7) 

As the antenna cannot be included in any internal calibration, the 
gain and directivity of the EMISAR antenna have been measured in 
the TUD-ESA spherical nearzfield test facility. The measurement 
itself is very accurate, so the A-' and G-l uncertainties are primar- 
ily determined by the steering of the three-axis stabilised antenna and 
the aircraft attitude measurement. 

1 
is proportional- to thc identity matrix and hence it can be inter- 
changed with A ,  thereby reducing Eq. 7 to the desired result in Eq. 
5. This issue is further discussed in the scction on cross-talk elimina- 
tion. 

The internal calibration allows an in-flight determination of 
H?, and hence Hib. The normal calibration signal, P, (bold TX 
switch, shaded RX switches in Fig. 1)  basically calibrates the TWT 
and the receivers, while the ratio of the two extended calibration sig- 
nals covers the preamplifiers, and several waveguid? and coax con- 
nections. The extended outer loop signal, Peal, is acquired with the 
TX switch in the shaded position, the RX switches in the bold posi- 
tions and the shutter switches closed. The extended inner loop signal, 
Pe.l, is acquired with the TX and RX switches in the shaded posi- 
tions. 

Like the backscattered signal in Eq. 3, P,, Peal, and Peil, can be 
expressed as matrix convolutions, and when the components and 
subsystems in Fig. I are inserted and the calibration integrals com- 
puted, Dall ( I  994) has shown that 

Here ha is the azimuth IPR which is well-known because it is primar- 
ily determined by a digital filter. R is the slant range which is mea- 
sured very accurately by the SAR itself. CC,~  and Q,, characterise 
the calibration attenuator in  thc extended and normal calibration 
modes, rcspcctivcly, and sincc thc calibration attenuator is a digitally 
controlled componcnt with a high prccision, the ratio is well-known. 
The only paramctcrs to bc mcasurcd in the laboratory are those of the 
directional coupler and thc polarisation switch. The directional 
coupler is a simple passivc component located in a temperature sta- 
hiliscd cnvironmcnt, so thc laboratory mcasurcmcnts arc rcliablc. 
The polarisation switch may be more critical as discussed in the sec- 
tion on the results. Howcvcr, duc to thc C,' matrix in Eq. 7 the 
polarisation switch cancels from thc calibration of the co-polarised 
channels, and thc cross-polarised channels depend only the ratio of 
the HH and VV parameters. 

In Eq. 9 the calibration intcgrals computed from the normal 
calibration signals have cancclled the range IPR thereby calibrating 
the transmitter and receivcr, and the ratios of the extended calibration 
integrals have cancelled the pre-amplifiers with adjacent connec- 
tions, cf. Eq. 4. 

CROSS-TALK ELIMINATION 

The prime cross-talk contributors are the transmitting antenna, 
G and the receiving antenna A .  In the EMISAR case the cross-talk 
of the polarisation switch, C,, can be neglected because it is about 
12 dB lower than that of the antennas. 

The correction for the antennas is conveniently split into a 
channel imbalance correction and a cross-talk elimination 

2206 
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-I 

A-1 = (-&GT) 

0 1  

Second order cross-talk terms are neglected, 
The matrices are decomposed so that A i '  and Gi' become the 

innermost matrices, with the implication that the channel imbalance 
corrections are performed first. These corrections must be imple- 
mented in the range-Doppler domain, as the antenna patterns are 
functions of both the elevation angle, cp, and the azimuth angle, (px. 
When the SAR processing is based on the range-Doppler algorithm, 
the corrections are conveniently combined with the azimuth focus- 
ing. 

Eqs. 10 and 11 show that unless G V H ( ~ ~ )  and GHH((P~) are pro- 
portional, and similarly GHV(P~) and Gvv(qx), the cross-talk elimi- 
nation, too, depend on the azimuth angle. This is important because 
in this case the cross-talk can be only partly eliminated in the time 
domain, where the correction is usually implemented. Fig. 2 illus- 
trates that the CO- and cross-polarised patterns are not necessarily 
proportional. 

[dBil 
LBO0 

120" 

60" 

W 

600 

-1200 

-1800 
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Fig. 2. EMISAR HH and VH azimuth patterns (amplitudes: solid 
lines, HH phase: dashed line, VH phase: dash-dot line). 

What the multiplications by A i 1  and G,' actually do is to sub- 
tract the cross-talk signals. This can be illustrated by evaluating Eq. 
7 

If is neglected for a moment, we find 

where for instance the HH element is obtained by adding the VH 
element after a scaling by -GvH/GHH. (The reason why the result is 
not exactly SHH is that second order cross-talk terms were neglected 
in Eqs. 10 and 11). If the scale factor is a function of the azimuth 
angle and hence the Doppler frequency, the scaling is actually a fil- 
tering that equalises the VH azimuth IPR to the HH cross-talk. The 
cross-talk is not completely eliminated unless the subtrahend has the 
same IPR. 

It may also be necessary to equalise the range IPR. The impact 
of Hj[;bHZD is that the rows of the last matrix in Eq. 13 are multi- 
plied by hH(r,x) and hv(r,x), respectively. The consequences are the 
same as for the azimuth IPR. An equalisation can be based on the 
internal calibration signals (Dall, 1994). 

The range IPR does not impact the multiplication by Gil 
because channels in different columns are combined, not rows. 
However, with respect to the azimuth IPR the above comments do 
apply, and moreover, since channels with different transmit polarisa- 
tion are combined, these channels must register. Therefore, the 
azimuth resampling that corrects for the fact that the H and V 
polarised puls_es are transmitted altemately, must precede the multi- 
plication by Gi'  . 

RESULTS 

The impact of the EMISAR range and azimuth IPRsJas been 
ezamined by simulations. When the calibration integrals Pn,HH and 
Pn,w in Eq. 9 are replaced by the amplitude and phase of a calibra- 
tion tone close to the upper frequency of the transmitted spectrum, a 
calibration error of about 1.5 dB is introduced. This error depends 
strongly on the pulsc coding, the relative bandwidth and the weight- 
ing used in the SAR processor for sidelobe reduction. 

An ideal cross-talk elimination (complete suppression) has been 
compared to one implemented i n  the time domain instead of the 
range-Doppler domain. The latter was able to suppress the cross-talk 
by 22 dB. Also, the ideal cross-talk elimination has been compared 
to onc with no rangc cqualisation. Thc latter was able to suppress the 
cross-talk by 17 dB. Since EMlSAR's cross-talk before correction is 
about -30 dB (Skriver, 1994), it can be concluded that range-Doppler 
domain implementation and range equalisation are not mandatory. 

The full set of pre- and post-map calibration pulses were 
acquired during a calibration expcriment conducted at DLR, Ober- 
phafknhofen ncar Miinchen. Gcrmany, prior to the EMAC cam- 
paigns (European Multisensor Airbornc Campaign) arranged by the 
European Space Agency (ESA) in co-operation with the Joint 
Research Centre (JRC). 

The DLR test site with a total of 9 trihedrals and 4 dihedrals 
was mapped several times, and the data were processed and cali- 
brated according to the procedure presented in- this paper with the 
exception that the antenna cross-talk matrices, A;' and Gi' in Eqs. 
10 and 11, were excluded (they did not reduce the cross-talk signifi- 
cantly). By means of external calibration the residual calibration 
errors in Table 1 were found (average kstandard deviation based on 9 
estimates). The combination of trihedrals and dihedrals with an 
orientation angle of 45" allowed the HH-VV channel imbalance to be 
decomposed into imbalances on the transmit and receive sides. This 
method has an intrinsic 180" phase ambiguity which was resolved 
with an additional 22.5" dihedral. 
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Amplitude [dB1 

Abs. calibration -1.95 kO.34 

TX imbalance 0.13 _+0.28 

RX imbalancc 0.94 f 0 . 2 7  

Phase [depl 

NA 
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CONCLUSION 

The pulse-based internal calibration procedure has been shown 
to include almost the entire SAR system, and to take the point target 
response into account. A preliminary evaluation shows that the 
internal calibration and external calibration differ 1 to 2 dB. These 
deviations are presently not well understood, and we consider them 
unacceptable. Currently wc are looking into possible causes, e.g the 
performance of critical components such as the shutter switches. 
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